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COMPANY OVERVIEW

PROJECT RESULTS“

”

        Across all sectors 

we work, they all need 

coordinated information, 

as it is valuable to us in and 

out of the office. We have 

looked to Newforma for 

providing that service for 

us – and so far, it has been 

fantastic. 

–Andrew Turner 
Partner, Henry Riley

Henry Riley LLP is one of the leading UK and international 
construction services consultancy, with twelve offices throughout 
the UK, and locations in Australia and South Africa. Henry Riley uses 
email as a critical method of communication. Initially, the firm chose 
Newforma Project Center as its email management solution. The firm 
soon realized the software had much more to offer. Now, project 
team members can access valuable information from anywhere in a 
matter of seconds.

Manage Emails
“Newforma Project Center really made a difference within our business,” said Andrew 
Turner, Partner at Henry Riley. “We have great success stories of how people have 
found information from years ago that they wouldn’t have been able to find.”  

Work Productively in the Field
“We are mobile people. So, we need to get our information wherever we are at any 
point in the day. At client meetings, we’re often asked for information out of the blue. 
If we can get it quickly, our clients are appreciative, but it also shows what sort of 
business we are. That’s powerful for us.”

Streamline Project Workflows
“We didn’t want to have a lot of different types of software applications for everyone 
to learn. We wanted a software application that could do many things for us to keep 
learning and training simple so that we could provide a great product to our clients.”

Find What You Need, When You Need It
“The greatest benefit has been the ability to find any project information in a short 
space of time, which has been tested when issues have arisen from old project. We’ve 
been able to provide all the require information to satisfy the requester.”
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